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We are pleased to introduce this Special Issue of *Foods* dedicated to ‘Food Identity, Authenticity and Fraud: The Full Spectrum’. This Special Issue concentrates on various food authenticity and fraud topics and allows researchers to share, present and discuss their latest developments and innovations with a global audience. Food fraud is a global issue which damages the reputation of companies, disrupts markets and erodes consumer confidence. Food fraud surfaces more frequently in certain supply chains. The six most frequently reported product groups in three international fraud databases are spices and herbs, olive oil, seafood, dairy products, meat, and other oils and fats [1]. The importance of studies covering these topics is mainly related to economic issues associated with frauds of high-value added foods with cheaper ingredients. For instance, adulterating a cheese with Protected Designation of Origin with a conventional cheese or marketing ground coffee as organic without certification, among other examples. To mitigate food fraud, knowledge on why and how food fraud is happening is vital. Furthermore, technical and managerial control measures are needed in fraud vulnerable situations [2]. The technical control measures include analytical tests which need to be improved and updated all the time since fraudsters will always try to catch up and circumvent these methods. In the past, analytical methods were primarily focused on the detection of single compounds, e.g., protein or fat content in milk. Later on, multiple compounds or ratios of compounds were considered. In the past decade, we have seen an increase in methods which consider a full spectrum or full chromatogram as an analytical fingerprint of a food. Due to the complexity of the data, comparison of these fingerprints requires more advanced statistical modelling techniques. Although there used to be the tendency to aim for the detection of individual adulterants, a trend of assuring the general authenticity of a product is emerging. In this case, authentic material is separated from any unusual material to allow rapid confirmation of the authenticity, which is also called broad anomaly testing. This more general screening for the good and the bad is also seen with the miniaturization of instruments. Portable, handheld devices are very suitable for a first impression of a food product and for red/green traffic light approaches. Although fraud detection will not prevent fraud, fraud detection is an inseparable part of fraud mitigation.

In the current Special Issue, novel fraud detection methods are presented. They deal with a number of fraud vulnerable commodities, such as seafood [3], olive oil [4], and dairy products [5,6]. Fraud categories covered include compositional fraud, for instance replacement of olive oil with other vegetable oils or the addition of egg yolk to sea urchin roe. Furthermore, they include fraud within production systems and with regards to the geographical origin/product typicality. The scientists that contributed to this Special Issue report on novel methods based on color, non-volatile compounds, and fat constituents. Three of the studies deal with fingerprint methods that combine analytical techniques and chemometrics, and one study deals with a simple but effective color measurement for use beyond the laboratory. We acknowledge the efforts of the...
authors of the publications of this Special Issue. Their contributions will help to shape the future of food authentication.
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